
Merchandising flexibility alone is not enough. It 

must go hand in hand with maintaining safe food 

temperatures. Reveal® flexible food wells rely on 

the proven performance of Breeze-E refrigeration to 

create a fresh food environment that’s both visually 

stunning and safe.

Structural’s Reveal® flexible food wells create a 

visible foodscape experience using a variety of

bowls, platters and other food vessels for a stunning 

food display. Adjustable display levels offer the 

versatility needed to change food offerings through-

out the day or to accommodate customer tastes. 

The food wells can even be completely covered 

as food sells, providing the flexibility needed for a 

multi-purpose display.

R E V E A L

There’s more to food than just how it tastes. How 

it’s presented is key to attracting customers and 

stimulating the decision to buy. Gone are the days of 

the traditional buffet accommodating only recessed, 

institutional looking steel pans where food is less 

visible until you’re standing directly in front of it. 

There’s a new, more flexible way to present food that 

enhances food presentation and increases sales.

MULTI-PURPOSE MERCHANDISING

VERSATILITY

PLUG & PLAY CAPABILITY

Reveal® food wells are floor standing self-

contained refrigerated cabinets consisting 

of a well area that provides adjustable 

display levels. Floor model cabinets are easy 

to install under millwork counters. Cabinets 

slide in and require minimal connection to the 

millwork. Casters make installation easy 

and the pre-wired cord and plug expedite 

start up.

SUPERIOR REFRIGERATION

Reveal® flexible food wells feature the 

proven Breeze-E self-contained slide-out 

refrigeration system. Designed for higher 

ambient environments (defined by NSF as 

Type II--80° F. and 60% relative humidity), 

Breeze-E provides reliable performance 

24/7. The refrigeration system slides out to 

expedite service and routine maintenance 

and includes oversized components for 

increased air flow and robust operation.

MERCHANDISING FLEXIBILITY

The innovative adjustable deck is what sets 

Reveal® flexible wells apart. Each level can 

be individually positioned to accommodate 

different sizes and shapes of food serving 

vessels. The surface can be adjusted up and 

down to ensure each vessel remains safely 

in the refrigerated zone, while maintaining 

superior visibility of the food.
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The flexible food well system is based on a 
mechanically refrigerated well with adjustable 
height display surfaces in lieu of stainless steel 
food pans. The surface in each section can be 
moved up and down for different serving vessels, 
while keeping food in the refrigerated zone. 
Sections or the entire well can be completely 
covered when not in use, allowing for the space 
to be used for other purposes.

SUPERIOR VISIBILITY,
STUNNING PRESENTATION

FLOORSTANDING CABINETS

• Cabinets sit on the floor and slide under millwork  
  provided by others.

• Eliminates need for extra counter support or  

   special mounting design.

• Under counter position provides clean appearance  

   without visually distracting flanges on the counter.

• Self-contained refrigeration includes onboard  
   condensate pan—floor drain not required.

MULTI-PURPOSE

• Used in service or self-service applications. Sneeze  

   guard supplied by others.

• Converts from a refrigerated well display to a counter  

   surface in minutes.

• Supports different food volumes and daypart menus.

• Provides flexibility to use the space for multiple purposes.

• Available in 3, 4 and 5 well model configurations.

ADJUSTABLE DISPLAY LEVELS

• Tools free display bracket adjustment and removal  

   for easy cleaning.

• Adjustable heights or covered altogether.

• Consistent and compliant food temperatures in 
   all positions.

• Combine a variety of food serving vessels to create  

   eye-catching displays.


